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Are cosmic rays still a valuable probe of 
Lorentz Invariance Violations* in the Auger/TA
era? 

R. Aloisio, D. Boncioli, A. Di Matteo, P.L. Ghia,
AFG, S. Petrera, F. Salamida

Vulcano Workshop May 23 2014
 
* LIVs for friends
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     Lorentz Invariance Violations in UHECRs

- Why LIV?
- ALL physical laws should be experimentally tested 
- to test one has to understand possible violations

- many other approaches – long history
-
.........................................................

LI⇒c=invariant⇒c2 dt2−dr2=invariant⇒ E2−c2 p2=invariant

LIV ⇒E 2−c2 p2≠invariant

D.A. Kirzhnits and V.A. Chechin, Sov. Jour. Nucl. Phys. 15, 585 (1971). (motivated 
by apparent non detection of GZK in Volcano Ranch)
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     Lorentz Invariance Violations in UHECRs

- Aloisio, Blasi, Ghia, Grillo (2000)
  Completely phenomenological approach

At lowest non zero order+

Notice: at this order

Also assume unmodified Energy-Momentum conservation* 
+ not necessarily theoretically motivated (SME, EFT). 

E 2− p⃗2=μ2(E , p⃗2 ,m ,M ); m= particle mass
M=LIV parameter (?=?mPlanck=1.21028 eV )⇒M →∞ μ→m=invariant

E i
2− p⃗i

2=μi
2(E , p⃗2 ,mi , M )≈mi

2+ f i
p2+n

M n
;n=1, 2

p2+n

M n
= En p2

M n
= E 2+n

M n
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     Lorentz Invariance Violations in UHECRs

- For Nuclei violations are (probably) weaker

  For the moment consider only protons+

- If           then vacuum Cherenkov
  becomes allowed as soon as 
   
   => Very strong bounds from the existence of protons
   in UHECRs at least up to 1018 eV

+ here and in the following we do not consider bounds from other (e.g. Leptonic) 
channels

f P>0 p→ p γ

E p>(m p
2 M n / f p)

1/(2+n)≈21015eV [n=1, f p=1]

M → AM

f p<m p
2 M /E p

3<10−8
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     Lorentz Invariance Violations in UHECRs (f<0)

- GZK: 
   
   (LI) Threshold:   

    In case of LIVs
    

 For:

No real solutions  => the reaction is not allowed
If GZK => very strong limit

p γbkg →N π ; bkg=CMB , EBL

EGZK≈
m pmπ

2ωγ
≈5×1019 eV

EGZK≈
μ p(EGZK)μπ(Eπ)

2ωγ
=

(m p
2+ f p

EGZK
2+n

M n )
1/2

(mπ
2+ f π

Eπ
2+n

M n )
1/2

2ωγ

f p= f π<−10−13(n=1) (−10−6(n=2))

E i
2− p⃗i

2=μ i
2(E , p⃗2 ,mi , M )≈mi

2+ f i
p2+n

M n
;n=1, 2
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     Lorentz Invariance Violations in UHECRs

- Nuclei: Photo Dissociation, e.g. 
   
   
Threshold:   

    In case of LIVs 
   (assuming Nucleus(A,Z)= A independent Nucleons)
    

 For:

the reaction is not allowed

(A , Z ) γbkg→(A−1,Z−1) p ; bkg=CMB , EBL

EPHD (Fe)≈
(Am pΔ)

ωbkg
≈6×1019eV≈EGZK

f p= f π<−A10−13(n=1) (−A10−6(n=2))
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Summarizing:

drop not present: EG sources     LIV
                            G sources         

drop present: If associated with nearby
                       sources           GZK
             
                       If no association: flux
                       cut at sources, no 
                       conclusion about LI    

     Lorentz Invariance Violations in UHECRs
Back to good old days (2008, AFG, Edinburgh)
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Summarizing:

drop not present: EG sources     LIV
                            G sources         

drop present: If associated with nearby
                       sources           GZK
             
                       If no association: flux
                       cut at sources, no 
                       conclusion about LI    

     Lorentz Invariance Violations in UHECRs
Back to good old days (2008, AFG, Edinburgh)

Thanks to Giovanni A-C....
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     Lorentz Invariance Violations in UHECRs
               The end of the story?

                                              Auger, but
                                              HiRes, TA

  very similar  
                                              drop >20 

Auger, ICRC 2013

σ
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     The Importance of composition: TA
               
        => UHECRs compatible with protons
            But relatively large errors

On the other hand, no(?) evidence for
    correlations with EG sources

=>  drop due to   sources <=> GZK ?

ICRC 2013
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     The Importance of composition: Auger
               

ICRC 2013
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     The Importance of composition: Auger
               

ICRC 2013
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     The Importance of composition
               
P.Blasi arXiv 1403.2967 
      (..assuming “standard” hadronic physics)
“The fact that        decreases actually implies that at a given energy the lighter 
components have started to disappear. For instance, the fux of protons at          
must have already been dropping, because the dispersion at the same energy is 
appreciably smaller than for proton induced showers. This simple consideration, 
together with the proton dominance at         implies that Auger data require a 
proton fux with a pronounced suppression at
  Since this suppression is not associated with energy losses during propagation, 
the natural conclusion of this line of thought is that the sources of UHECRs 
accelerate protons up to                and iron (if present) up to             . “

σ(E )
1019eV

1018eV
E p

max≈5×1018eV

≈5×1018eV ≈1020eV
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must have already been dropping, because the dispersion at the same energy is 
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together with the proton dominance at         implies that Auger data require a 
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     The Importance of composition
               
P.Blasi arXiv 1403.2967

“The fact that        decreases actually implies that at a given energy the lighter 
components have started to disappear. For instance, the fux of protons at          
must have already been dropping, because the dispersion at the same energy is 
appreciably smaller than for proton induced showers. This simple consideration, 
together with the proton dominance at         implies that Auger data require a 
proton fux with a pronounced suppression at
  Since this suppression is not associated with energy losses during propagation, 
the natural conclusion of this line of thought is that the sources of UHECRs 
accelerate protons up to                and iron (if present) up to             . “

==>   NO GZK and very little Nuclei Photo-disintegration
       Very little, if any, bounds on LIV

σ(E )
1019eV

1018eV
E p

max≈5×1018eV

≈5×1018eV ≈1020 eV
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     The Importance of composition
               Acceleration to lower energies easier

1018eV
E p

max≈5×1018eV

≈5×1018eV
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  An exercise: uniformly distributed 
   in CV sources of nuclei
   no interactions in bkg radiation, only energy losses by 
redshift => LIV 

Good (qualitative) description of Auger data

dN (Z )/dE∝E−2 (E Z<Z×4×1018eV )
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  An exercise: uniform sources
     
  no interactions in bkg radiation, only energy losses by 
redshift => LIV 

Good (qualitative) description of Auger data
No bounds on LIV for UHECRs propagation in radiation
backgrounds.

dN /dE∝E−2 (E Z<Z×4×1018eV )
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  An exercise: uniform sources
     
  no interactions in bkg radiation, only energy losses by 
redshift => LIV 

Good (qualitative) description of Auger data
No bounds on LIV for UHECRs propagation in radiation
backgrounds. No correlation with EG sources

dN /dE∝E−2 (E Z<Z×4×1018eV )
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  An exercise: 
     Clearly other scenarios possible:
-  no interactions in bkg radiation, no energy losses
     => Local (Galactic) sources? 

- sources not Fermi-like: magnetars? ...other..?
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             The end of the story?
 -TA scenario “protons+GZK” => strong limits on LIV
  +HiRes But would imply EG correlations
 -Auger scenario “nuclei+decline of sources”
                    => very weak (if any) limits 
  Of course, NOT **evidence** for LIV!!!! 

 Take the Auger scenario: is there more to say?
 In fact LIV can affect ALL aspects of UHECRs

- acceleration
- propagation 
- interactions 
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Acceleration

Very little effect of LIV expected:

- If DSA, non (midly) relativistic shocks
    - in DSA ingredient previously relativistic Nuclei
                  very well verified also in LIV
    - possible effects if max E limited by synchrotron 
      losses (work in progress)

    - If not DSA (magnetars?...) should be studied in 
      detail (one shot acceleration might be more affected)

Γ≪1011

E≈ p
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Interactions/Decays

No thresholds, so smaller effects expected
Interesting however

Generally: consider a reaction
where particle 2 may be absent (decay)
in a LIV world

so when                  important effects are expected:
Interactions might not happen (kinematically), decays
might be forbidden (more material in backup and 
proceedings...) 

p1( p2)→ p3. ... pn

E i
2− p⃗i

2=μi
2(E , p⃗2 ,mi , M )≈mi

2+ f i
p2+n

M n
;n=1, 2

∣ f i
p2+n

M n ∣>mi
2
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Interactions/Decays 
Consider 

where

Very strong limits on                   in the following.

This implies that above
neutral pions would not decay but interact, changing 
considerably shower development  

qi=√ωi
2− f γ /M ωi

3

π0 →γγ pπ
μ=q1

μ+q2
μ

mπ
2+ f π

M
Eπ

3−
f γ

M
(ω1

3+ω2
3)−2(ω1ω2−q1q2)=2q1q2(1−cosθ)

f γ ; f γ=0

Eπ≈21014 eV [ f π=−1]
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Interactions/Decays 
 Generated 100.000 showers in atmosphere with Conex 
 and Epos-LHC as interaction model

Xmax distr.

Protons looking heavier
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Interactions/Decays 
 Generated 100.000 showers in atmosphere with Conex 

Xmax distr.

                                    Range PAO data

Protons looking heavier, RMS does not change
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Interactions/Decays 
 Generated 100.000 showers in atmosphere with Conex 

Xmax distr.

                                    Range PAO data

Protons looking heavier, RMS does not change
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Interactions/Decays 
 Generated 100.000 showers in atmosphere with Conex
 EPOS-LHC 

N
m
 distr.

Muon production by protons (LIV) similar to Iron

PRELIMINARY
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Interactions 
 Analogous effects for interactions of protons in the 
atmosphere (here pp

Air
 => pp)

Should be
positive

Only protons with E
p
 < 1019 eV interact “normally”

LIV dynamics? 
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Summary 
 What limits can we possibly put?
  In general, dedicated, detailed simulations needed, 
  work in progress. In general bounds much weaker

  Example: if                                     only effects
  on propagation (GZK absent), none in interaction/decays
  Example: proton unambiguosly detected at 1019 eV would 
             imply LIV pars in this range 

−510−3< f p (= f π)<−10−13
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  Conclusions

- LIV bounds status in UHCRs very unclear: very strong limits  
        no longer available
- tension between TA and PAO should be solved
- but even then, definitive statement on correlations with EG    
  sources important
- in the worst (best?) case very difficult to put bounds on LIV  
  parameters appropriate to UHECR physics
- specific, extensive, simulations needed
- accurate measurements needed, especially on UHECRs          
  composition at highest energies: TA, PAO beyond 2015
                     

THANK YOU 
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Backup
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     Lorentz Invariance Violations in UHECRs
Back to good old days (2008, AFG, Edinburgh)
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     Lorentz Invariance Violations in UHECRs
Back to good old days (2008, AFG, Edinburgh)
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Interactions/Decays

No thresholds, so smaller effects expected
Interesting however

Method: consider a reaction
where particle 2 may be absent (decay)
The quantities
in a LIV world are no longer invariants, but if 
energy and momentum are conserved they must be equal
between initial and final state

After trivial (long) calculation  

p1( p2)→ p3. ... pn

sini=( p1
μ+ p2

μ)2 s fin=( p3
μ+....+ pn

μ)2
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Interactions/Decays 
e.g.

where
RHS non negative (by construction)   
LHS non negative (LI)
       possibly negative (LIV)
  If LHS <0 => reaction cannot happen

f p /M (E 3−E1
3−E 2

3)− f π/M∑i
Eπ i

3 +2 Em−nmπ
2−2(E1E 2− p1 p2)

−2∑i
(E1E i− p1 k i)−2∑i

(E2 E i− p2 k i)−2∑ij
(E i E j−k i k j)=

2 p1 p2(1−cosθ)+2∑i
p1 k i(1−cosθ1i)+ 2∑i

p2 k i (1−cosθ2i)+

2∑ij
k i k j (1−cosθij)

p(UHECR , pμ)N (atm ,m)→N ( p1
μ)N ( p2

μ)π(k 1
μ)....π(k n

μ)

pi=√E i
2−m2− f /M E i

3 , k i=√Eπ i
2 −m2− f π /M E i

3
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Interactions 
 Analogous effects for interactions of protons in the 
atmosphere (here pp => pp)

 

Only protons with E
p
 < 1019 eV interact normally
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